
MAXPREAD 
SUMMARY 

 
**EARN 0.6-1.2% DAILY, 7 DAYS A WEEK FOR 365 DAYS WITH THE 
WORLD'S #1 CRYPTO ARBITRAGE AI TRADING SOFTWARE ENGINE 
SUCCESSFULLY SCANNING ALL THE CRYPTO EXCHANGES SINCE 2018—
ABLE TO PERFORM UP TO 20,000 TRANSACTIONS A MINUTE!** 
 

We are a revolutionary high tech company that maximizes 
the power of the world's number 1 and most powerful Crypto 
Arbitrage Trading Engine AI Software seen in this industry—
the AGORA neural engine. Our software engine has been 
working successfully since 2018 scanning all the Crypto 
Exchanges for spreads to Capitalize on, and it's the first time a 
Brand like this has created a Passive Income & Networking 
platform to grow members funds and pay commissions!   
 
Personal Risk Assessment? Low-Medium 

 

What Makes Maxpread So 

Exceptional? 



    This Crypto Arbitrage Software Engine is based on 

the Artificial Intelligence of AGORA, a powerful arbitrage 

trading company for which Maxpread Technologies uses 

the revenue from the sale of Arbitrage plans for 

generating passive profits. Part of the profit goes to 

package owners and is paid daily. 

 

    Earn 0.6-1.2% Daily, 7 Days a Week, for 365 days or 

25%+ monthly averaging 330% in 1 Year! 

 

    AGORA is the Number 1 Crypto Arbitrage Engine 

performing maximum spreads in scanning all the 

exchanges on the market. It has been operating 

successfully since 2018 scanning all the Crypto 

Exchanges for spreads to Capitalize on. 

 

    The AGORA AI Neural Arbitrage Software Engine can 

perform up to 20,000 transactions per minute, 

something no human or other AI software can manage! 

 

    Our TRUSTED Global Leader who has now also 

become the Brand Corporate Manager of the company, 

has done his deep core investigation as one of us going 

in on the inside—witnessing the actual software and 

trading connected via API to each exchange.  

 



    He also met the entire team behind the company 

including 3 CEOs. This is why he brought it to the table 

for us. Companies that refused to show him the raw 

goods, he rejected. He won't run with it without seeing 

the real sauce! 

 

    Min. Arbitrage Plan: $100, Max $1 Million. 

Recommended? Min. $1k for better results. Benefits of 

$5k Plan? Higher Binary Payout & Matching Bonuses, 

Plus Exclusive VIP mentoring from top leaders Marcos 

Caleb & Jan Gregory. Deposits & Withdrawals strictly 

USDT-TRC20 (Tether on the Tron network) or Tron (TRX). 

Min. Withdrawal: $10. 

 

    One of the most powerful and sustainable 

Compensation Plans in the industry with 7 Income 

Streams: Direct, Binary, Leadership, Matching, Marketing, 

Fast Start & Infinity Bonuses! Experts in numbers broke 

down the math revealing how this platform has potential 

to last even up to 10 years. 

 

    24/7 Live Telegram, Email & Back Office Customer 

Support! 

 

    Designed to be SIMPLE, EASY, DUPLICATABLE, and 

Yes, EXPLOSIVE! 

 



 

DISCLAIMER: We are not your financial advisors. There is a 

risk in cryptos and their passive income platforms. Past 

performance is not indicative of future results. Never 

purchase a package more than you can afford to lose. There 

are no fixed returns, as performance is variable depending 

on market conditions. But based on average past results, 

numbers given are approximate expectations. 


